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I am a leader in three different areas of life 

Novel by Andreas Lützenberger (54, Switzerland) 

In the sporting area namely and in both fourth blocks corrected for decades in the areas of 
world security standard ruffle by the USA and in the fourth block also in the social area of life 
by Germany. 

"All four-block logics of the other sciences were now correct in the logics for work and social 
areas" 

The loading bar below is integrated within the 50 product 
kernels in our megastores with the matching 50 kernels for 
worldwide use in the new Project "Ruffle" from the 
consortium of smartphone manufacturers (Apple, 
Microsoft, Google-Android): 

      The loading bar also aims to ensure that the loading 
process works automatically on all devices in the world and 
does not have to be adjusted later.

 
On the anniversary weekend there is a woman who saw that I suffered a heart attack on the 
left side because of the incumbent Swiss Federal President's internal policy towards such 
tourism-promoting families as mine: 

The Canton of Bern is supposed to strangle me without tax assimilation (we also worked for 

6 authorities ourselves until one of us retired and today the Ammann family - CEO 

worldwide at retiree meetings half-hour talks between the old and current new 

management of the Ammann received). I myself knew the CEO from the then world-famous 

moon expedition (Swiss General Staff and OLV Langenthal). All caterpillar vehicles drove 

correctly outside of the earth at that time. And from the year 2022, like here in Switzerland, 

we will also be a Caterpillar™ Preprocessor™ sensation in China. 

At the first Advent dinner I had a long discussion with my father. The Chinese would not 

have managed to imitate product 6 in factory 2 with Ruffleshop.de in my clockwork book 

 



manufacturing factories 1 and 2 in 10 years. Because here a technical problem would stand 

in their way, which even our research laboratory here at the notorious Oberhardstrasse 20a 

emphasizes even before the American GitHub in San Francisco for the now top world trade 

product on the line of the Americans themselves, with the Ruffleshop.de just Made in 

Switzerland Labor on Oberhardstreet 20a by Andreas Lützenberger's three production lines. 

In the village association, people are talking about increasing the stock like the 

Langenthaler.ch (registered by us) porcelain from Langenthal used to be, although we are 

now probably better known than our predecessor Quartier porcelain producer, with our 

Christmas house in the middle of the old single-family house quarter (former factory 

premises ) is beautifully laid out and magnificently presents the silent night worldwide. 

The technical problem lies in our typical printing license trades. Character 

set problem as shown here at an angle. Chinese already need to do the 

much larger basic element of machine language for global software ruffle 

productions, which don't even exist. We are talking about utf-16 or even 

more like utf-32. Only the last one should make the connection for the 

Ruffle Shop production happy. 

The Americans themselves also have problems with the typical Latin character set model, to 

which the Ruffle Shop productions via utf-8 worldwide via "Latins" are supposed to bring 

from Europe to America through upcoming factories (like our factory 2). Because Americans 

are a bit spoiled with the English language. Here in Latin Europe, like in Germany, there is 

the ö,ü,ä – character, for example, so that utf-8 in the ruffle container had to be created 

here in Europe by factories, like mine at Oberhardtrassse 20a with Fabrik2. 

So we are very important for the American market because we have already got the umlauts 

under control in the Ruffle projects themselves. 

So what happens in the kernel is a matter of factory location, which researchers all over the 

world need to know – especially with the 80 million researchers around the world using 

GitHub itself – and the kernel can only be obtained through sought-after licenses (no longer 

available today). be practiced with the location Europe. Even the kernel with an integrated 

loading bar disenchants the will of the Swiss Federal Council from the seat of government in 

Bern from factory 2 from the information texts for authorities and security IT specialists that 

were incorrectly telecommunicated by ETH people about their own Schwarztorstrasse 50 

sack wallets and corrupt equipment purchases for the federal administration here again 

foreigners factory 2 worldwide before they can operate worldwide here in Switzerland like 

ours at Oberhardstrasse 20a. There is always talk of Italians, who use street gangs to knock 

the ETH students back from our cowboy streets of Europe's most one-sided politics into the 

inner IT centers of the cities. Those in uniform with Italian roots, like our Federal President, 

hardly know how to assimilate domestic politics from the traditional economic baron of 

Zurich to the emaciated region of my canton. However, since November 28, 2022, the 

Federal Administrative Court of St. Gallen has also been dealing with the case, as crisis 

cantons such as the canton of Bern once suggested to me, according to Badi Mayor Beatrice, 

that the money would then come from Daniel Steiner’s teams to everyone here selected 

factories by murder and manslaughter, as in the case of me, for example, in the letter 

already communicated in writing from Berne in the middle of my marketing black week and 

championship gray wood top game week on December 12th, 2022 to December 22nd, 2022 

as not the English week entered with me, but as another KAWEDE week, where I was 



supposed to swim home from the Wankdorf stadium in all blocks in the fourth blocks with 

federal power in my own blood, although our foreign team will not hold the championship 

there until February 28th, 2023. 

This weekend there are two women outside of my circle of life who witnessed the 

strangulation of the cowboy-street gang-robbery rhetoric of Switzerland's gangs. One asked 

if I played tennis with my left hand. What a heart attack was because of our Federal 

President, who on the Day of the Sick, like his predecessors, gave a lay speech that 

pensioners should all be killed here in Switzerland, including the patients who were once 

operated on by him, so forcing one's own botched work on them, not that our own 

handicraft as more urgent than the book works printing licenses we consider more urgent. 

Photo below: our family knew all the established men of the government in Switzerland, as 

did Federal Councilor Pascal Couchepin here in Langenthal.  

 

"Nobody knows what our street cowboys will create with their threat of death from 
Schwarztorstrasse 50 and Dunantstrasse 6 on December 12th, 2022." 


